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The complete solutions guide for every Linux/Windows system administrator!
This complete Linux/Windows integration guide offers detailed coverage of dualboot
issues, data compatibility, and networking. It also handles topics such as
implementing Samba file/print services for Windows workstations and providing
cross-platform database access. Running Linux and Windows in the same
environment? Here's the comprehensive, up-to-the-minute solutions guide you've
been searching for!

In Integrating Linux and Windows, top consultant Mike McCune brings together
hundreds of solutions for the problems that Linux/Windows system administrators
encounter most often. McCune focuses on the critical interoperability issues real
businesses face: networking, program/data compatibility, dual-boot systems, and
more. You'll discover exactly how to:

Use Samba and Linux to deliver high-performance, low-cost file and print
services to Windows workstations
Compare and implement the best Linux/Windows connectivity techniques: NFS,
FTP, remote commands, secure shell, telnet, and more
Provide reliable data exchange between Microsoft Office and StarOffice for Linux
Provide high-performance cross-platform database access via ODBC
Make the most of platform-independent, browser-based applications
Manage Linux and Windows on the same workstation: boot managers,
partitioning, compressed drives, file systems, and more.

For anyone running both Linux and Windows, McCune delivers honest and
objective explanations of all your integration options, plus realistic, proven
solutions you won't find anywhere else. Integrating Linux and Windows will help
you keep your users happy, your costs under control, and your sanity intact!
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Sams Teach Yourself Core Data for Mac and iOS in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, start using Core Data to build powerful data-driven apps for iOS devices and Mac OS X computers! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll discover how Apple’s built-in data persistence framework can help you meet any data-related...
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The Ruby Way, Second Edition: Solutions and Techniques in Ruby Programming (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Ruby is an agile object-oriented language, borrowing some of the best features from LISP, Smalltalk, Perl, CLU, and other languages. Its popularity has grown tremendously in the five years since the first edition of this book.
 

The Ruby Way takes a “how-to” approach to Ruby...
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Game Art for Teens (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Wouldn?t you love to create really great art for your games? The kind of art that keeps players coming back for more? Now you can! Game Art for Teens is full of step-by-step, hands-on projects that allow you to begin creating art right away. Each project includes easy-to-follow examples that help you master each concept, making it easy to put what...
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SQL Server 2017 Integration Services Cookbook: Powerful ETL techniques to load and transform data from almost any sourcePackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Harness the power of SQL Server 2017 Integration Services to build your data integration solutions with ease

	
		About This Book

		
			Acquaint yourself with all the newly introduced features in SQL Server 2017 Integration Services
	
			Program and extend your packages to enhance their...
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Muhammad Ali: The Making of an Icon (Sporting)Temple University Press, 2009

	
		Muhammad Ali (born Cassius Clay) has always engendered an emotional reaction from the public. From his appearance as an Olympic champion to his iconic status as a national hero, his carefully constructed image and controversial persona has always been intensely scrutinized. In Muhammad Ali, Michael Ezra considers the boxer who...
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Dictionary of Gems and GemologySpringer, 2008
The rapid growth of gemological sciences and mineralogy requires a comprehensive dictionary for gemologists, mineralogists, geologists, jewel dealers, industry, and hobbyists. The third edition of this dictionary contains about 24,000 entries – about 4,000 more than the second edition. The comprehensive definitions are now completed by...
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